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Your microphones have been muted from the organizers once the session
begins and if the opportunity exists for the facilitator to ask questions during

the session, raise your hand to be given the floor to answer. Kindly try to make
your replies short and to the point to give the chance to everyone.

Please if you can have your name displayed so you can be addressed by

name

We will be using the chat function to share ideas and views so beyond the first

introductions, kindly let us use it as a space to share ideas and views

We should be having a Q&A session towards the end of the webinar. Kindly
note down your questions if any as they raise

When other colleagues are making interventions on chat, it is important that
we read each other comments as there is often much value in the ideas and

practices you will be sharing among yourselves
Let’s stay tuned and engaged !

Webinar Netiquette



Key Topics

What is Governance?

Characteristics of Good Governance

The Role of  Various Stakeholders in 

University Governance 

Governance in Times of Uncertainty 

Students’ Voice in Governance

Examples and Best Practices on Student 
Engagement in Governance and Decision 

Making 



Session 1: Governance: 

Principles, Definitions, 
Characteristics and Models 



What is the first word that comes 

into your mind when you hear the 

word ‘governance’ ?



The Concept of Governance 

The concept of "governance" is not new. It is as old as

human civilization and refers to:

“the process of decision-making and the process by 

which decisions are implemented (or not 
implemented).”



Corporate Governance? 

“Corporate Governance is the system by which business corporations are
directed and controlled. The Corporate Governance structure specifies
the distribution of rights and responsibilities among different participants
in the corporation, such as, the board, managers, shareholders and other
stakeholders, and spells out the rules and procedures for making
decisions on corporate affairs. By doing this, it also provides the structure
through which the company objectives are set, and the means of
attaining those objectives and monitoring performance.”

ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (OECD)



Governance Primary Functions

Corporate Governance

Establishing 
Strategic 
Direction

Maximizing 
Institutional 

Performance & 
Success

Monitoring the 
Executing 

Strategy and 
Managing Risks

Ensuring 
representation, 

fairness & 
democracy

Ensuring 
Compliance & 
Accountability 

Establishing 
transparency, 

integrity & 
reputation



What is Governance in HE? 

• The structures and processes which inform and allow for decisions to be made within 
institutions providing higher education. In summary it is the:

Regulations, laws & practices

Relationships

System & Processes

within and by which authority is exercised and controlled

• This is not restricted to the main decision making structure in the institution, the governing 
body, but also the committees and groups which inform the governing body.



What is Governance in HE? 

“Governance encompasses the structures, relationships and processes through which, 
at both, national and institutional levels, policies for tertiary education are 
developed, implemented and reviewed. Governance comprises a complex web 
including the legislative framework, the characteristics of the institutions and how they 
relate to the whole system, how money is allocated to institutions and how they are 
accountable for the way it is spent, as well as less formal structures and relationships 
which steer and influence behavior.”

(OECD, 2008)



Why Governance has Become a Crucial Issue 

in HE?  

.

Higher education has been facing dramatic changes over recent decades that are 

important to highlight as they have been impacting the way universities are governed 
and managed:

1) The expansion of tertiary education systems
2) The growth of external influences/  new actors & new student populations
3) Diversification of provision and new modes of delivery 
4) Greater levels of accountability
5) The need to improve quality 
6) New / limited funding models + the revenue diversification
7) Growing internationalization
8) The need to gain and maintain public trust 
9) The need for HEIs to be responsive to changes  - the need for more autonomy 
10)Research and innovation are leveraging knowledge production



Academic Governance 

• The term 'academic governance' refers to how the academic matters of the 

institution are governed. Typically, academic governance will cover matters such as 

student admissions, academic standards and academic quality.

• By contrast 'Corporate governance' is normally describes areas such as finance and 

estates. Together 'academic' and 'corporate' governance form the system of 

governance for most higher education institutions (HEIs).

(The Leadership Foundation for Higher Education) 



The Good Governance Triangle



The Relationship between Governance and 

Management

Closely related to the concept of governance is the concept of leadership.

Although the literature presents the two as distinctive items, in practice they

often overlap.

"Governance" is the strategic task of setting the institution’s goals, direction, 
limitations and accountability frameworks.

"Management" is the allocation of resources and overseeing the day-to-day 

operations of the organization.



Governance        determines the "What?" 

what the institution does and what it should become in the 

future. 

Management          determines the "How?" 

how the institution  will reach those goals and aspirations.

Governance versus  Management



A major obstacle universities 

and colleges face is ensuring 

the Governing Body and 
Executive Leadership  are 

able to delineate their 

different responsibilities.



Governance
Doing the right thing

Management
Doing things right

External focus Internal focus

Open system Closed system

Strategy oriented Task oriented

Concerned with where the university is going Concerned with getting the university  there

Has the responsibility of appointing top 

executives and evaluation of their performance  

Managing and enhancing overall performance 

and implementing governance system.

Formulating vision and translation of the vision 

into policies 
Implementing Policy

Governance versus  Management Role



Forces Defining Governance Models



The 5 Dimensions of Governance  

• State regulation. Regulation by directives; the government prescribes 
behaviours.

• Stakeholder guidance. The government delegates certain powers to other 
actors (intermediary bodies or university boards). 

• Academic self-governance. The role of professional communities within 
higher education systems.

• Managerial self-governance. The role of institutional leadership in internal 
goal setting, regulation, and decision-making. 

• Competition for resources. It  takes place mostly not on “real” markets but 
on “quasi-markets” where performance evaluations by peers substitute 
customers.



Governance profiles
State 

regulation

Stakeholder 
guidance

Academic self-
governance

Managerial self-
governance

Competition 
for resources

Source:Prof. Dr. José-Ginés Mora -



The Concept of Shared Governance

Shared governance is the set of practices under

which college faculty and staff participate in

significant decisions concerning the operation

of their institutions. Colleges and universities

are very special types of institutions with a

unique mission—the creation and

dissemination of ideas.



Purpose of Shared Governance

• academic decision-making should be largely

independent of short-term managerial and political
considerations;

• faculty and professional staff are in the best position
to shape and implement curriculum and research

policy, to select academic colleagues and judge

their work;

• the perspective of all front-line personnel is
invaluable in making sound decisions about

allocating resources, setting goals, choosing top

officers and guiding student life.



Six Principles of Shared Governance

1. Faculty and professional staff set academic

standards and curriculum

2. Faculty and professional staff require academic

freedom

3. Faculty and professional staff should have

primacy in decisions on academic personnel and
status

Shared Governance in Colleges and Universities (Higher Education 
Program and Policy Council)



4. Participation in shared governance should be

expanded

5. Unions, representative assemblies and faculty senates

all can have significant roles in shared governance

6. Accrediting agencies should support fully the concept

of shared governance in their standards

Shared Governance in Colleges and Universities (Higher Education 
Program and Policy Council)



Good Governance

• Good governance represents the best possible process for making decisions. It 
is not about making ‘correct’ decisions but about the processes for making and 
implementing decisions.

• UNDP provides a definition of good governance as a synergistic and 
constructive relationship between the state, private, and public sectors. 

• A good governance system puts further requirements on the process of 

decision-making and public policy formulation. 



The Importance of Good Governance

Good governance organizes performance

Good governance assures the quality of decision-making

Good governance ensures involvement of all stakeholders 

Good governance provides a competitive advantage in a global marketplace, it 

ensures success and economic growth

Good governance maintains stakeholders ’ confidence and hence help brand 
and reputation

Good governance minimizes wastages, corruption, risks and mismanagement.

Good governance ensures that the institution is managed in a manner that fits 

the best interests of all. 



Characteristics of Good Governance



UNDP Principles of Good Governance



Academic Freedom

Academic freedom refers to the rights 
of scholars to pursue their research, 

teach, and publish without controls or 
restraints from the institutions they 

work for or from the primary 
stakeholder 

(Kauffeldt 2009)

mmm!

What is it? 



Good governance requires that all 
stakeholders have a voice in decision-

making, either directly or through 
legitimate intermediate institutions that 

represent their interests. Anyone affected 
by or interested in a decision should have 
the opportunity to participate in the 

process for making that decision.

Good Governance 



Stakeholders‘ Role in Governance  

Universities, represent several 
professions and involves various 

internal and external stakeholders 

which make it even harder to get 
cohesion in a set of goals. 



Who are our 
Universities Key 

Stakeholders ????

HE Stakeholders



Board of Directors

Executive Management

Owners

Students

Regulatory Bodies 

Partners 

Community

Faculty members 

Advisory  Groups

Businesses 

Staff 

Government 

Alumni

Parents 

HE Stakeholders



External and Internal Governance  



Institutional Interests: Key 

Stakeholders 

A university has many competing interests. Students want 
a good-quality education and exciting social experiences. 
Faculty and staff want to get on with delivering the core 
business or supporting that delivery. Businesses want well-
educated employees and to supply services. The 
community wants an intellectual, possibly entrepreneurial, 
hub. The bureaucracy seeks "value for money", while 
governments want policy outcomes and so to be re-elected.

Malcolm Gillies, University Governance - Questions for a New Era, 2011



External Influences

• Although not formally part of campus 
governance, outside forces such as state 
governments, alumni, donors, federal 
government, accreditors, and associations often 
affect governance processes through funding, 
persuasion, policy, and guidelines.

• These other groups are important to 
acknowledge, even if their influence is 
infrequent and not formally defined by a 
charter, statement, or set of principles.



Session 2: Governance and 
Involving Stakeholders in Times of 
Uncertainty 



Boards’ Role During Times of Crisis 

The Covid-19 crisis poses huge challenges for the

governing boards of all kinds of organisations. In some

cases, Boards may feel overwhelmed by the speed of

events. In others, they may perceive themselves as

helpless bystanders who watch on as management seeks

to deal with the myriad daily challenges that the crisis is

bringing forth.

Timely response is of the essence. It marks the difference

between containing a crisis and allowing it to spill over and

completely overwhelm public organizations’ ability to

function effectively.



Specific issues for Boards

• While management will bear the day-to-day burden of managing the 
response to the pandemic. The board’s role is nonetheless crucial.

• The Board is the body with ultimate legal responsibility for the organisation 
- consequently, it needs to monitor management’s actions, assessing 
whether management is taking appropriate steps and providing additional 
guidance and direction where necessary. 

• It also needs to demonstrate accountability to stakeholders – not least 
governments and the wider concerned public.



Key Issues to Consider during Times of Crisis 

• Health and Safety

• Business Continuity

• Keeping stakeholders informed 

• Risk Oversight 

• Financial Viability

• Upholding values and safeguarding reputation



Long Terms 

Challenges

Responding to the COVID-19 Crisis: A Survey of College and 
University Presidents. A study by Inside Higher Ed and 

Hanover Research, June 2020



Three lessons in crisis governance for the age of 

coronavirus

• Effective communication is a key pillar of crisis 
governance

• Adopting a whole-of-society approach is of 

particular importance

• implementing evidence-based strategies based 
on historical as well as current data is 

paramount,

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/04/a-guide-to-crisis-governance-in-the-age-of-coronavirus/



Audience Question!

• Can you give examples of how you are 
involving students during COVID-19 in 

terms of decision making and 
governance?



Session 3: The Student Voice and 

Forms of Student Engagements 



Student voice means many things to many people.



Questions to Consider

(1) What do we mean by student engagement? Engagement in 
what?

(2) What structures will be put in place to engage students? 

(3) What policies and procedures will reflect student engagement?

(4) How and where will students be engaged? 

(5) How will students be motivated to engage and commit? What 
incentives will we provided? 

(6) What sort of orientation/ preparation will students receive? 

(7) How will you assess the impact of student involvement ? 



Student voice is about the different mechanisms we can 
use for listening to all of our students at a variety of 

levels. Student voice covers a wide range of areas across 
the University whether in relation to teaching and 

learning or other strategic matters. 

The Student Voice



The Student Voice
More than just listening !

... Student voice entails the engagement of students 
in shaping their studies and study contexts through 
expressing their views, needs and concerns. It puts 
students into working relationships (including, but 
not limited to, partnership) with policy makers, 
providers, practitioners and other agencies, and 
challenges organisations to respond appropriately to 
the issues student voices raise . ...

(Trowler et al., 2018)



Student Engagement 

There is no single, fixed, universal definition or model of student 

engagement; it is something which is intrinsically linked to and 

shaped by the context of the higher education provider in which it is 

situated.

However, a broad definition which has been accepts is that student 

engagement is about the ways in which students are involved in 

meaningful partnerships with staff around the processes of designing, 

delivering and enhancing their learning experience and beyond. 





Simply stated, student engagement is about empowering students to shape their 
own educational experience and creating excellent teaching and learning within a 
connected and cohesive higher education community.

It is helpful to differentiate between student engagement practices by context, 
broadly splitting into three categories:

• Academic – engagement in and with learning

• Social – engagement in and with the wider learning community

• Enhancement – engagement in and with processes such as quality, governance etc. 

Categories of Student Engagement



Dimensions of Student Engagement

Student engagement as consisting 
of four distinct yet interrelated 

dimensions, namely behavioural 
engagement, affective 

engagement, cognitive engagement 
and social engagement (Bowden et 
al. 2017). 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/03075079.2019.1672647


Engaging the Student Voice

How does it work in practice?

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/staff/elevate/resources/student-journey/engagement-1



How Do Students Get Positioned?

conceptualizing the degree of student 

engagement is to examine the ways in 
which the object of student 

engagement is affected by students’ 
engagement with it.



Nested 

Hierarchy of 
Student 

Engagement 
Interactions



The Student Voice Continuum
How universities respond to student voice is also shaped by 

how students are positioned,



The Engagement in Governance

• Students' involvement in governance also varies by nation and by institution. Some
countries, now have a law providing for student board membership. Also, most campuses
have a student assembly or council/ senate in which members are chosen by election. This
body can operate as a governance body, providing recommendations to the president,
administration and board. But it is rare for student assemblies to have any formal authority;
rather, they are considered as part of the shared governance process.

• To ensure that students voice is well represented all groups of students should be involved.
Hence, there is need to ensure that mechanisms are in place for ensuring that concerns of
international students, students with disabilities, students of different academic levels and
disciplines, mature students attending evening and weekend classes and those from
disadvantaged backgrounds are addressed.



How Students Participate (Australia)



Why should we Involve Students in 

Governance?

• Students are the main stakeholders in higher education institutions therefore, they 
have to be in the picture regarding key decisions which affect them.

• Students are experts on the student experience

• As members of the academic community, students share a responsibility for their 
education.

• Students represent different demographic groups and can hence give rich insights

• Student membership of the governing body helps to increase accountability

• Students can provide evidence based arguments-

• Students ask key questions in their critical friend role and are willing to challenge 
ideas.



• Student involvement in decision-making creates 
an atmosphere of openness and trust in 
universities, leading to positive organizational 
climate, which can reduce the likelihood of 
conflict between university management and 
students.

• Students have the right to have confidence in 
how their university is run. 

Why should we Involve Students in 

Governance?



Why wouldn't we 

involve students in 

governance anyways? 



Forms of Students’ Involvement in 
Governance

• Students’ participation in governance can occur through a 
range of informal (passive) and formal mechanisms (Kulati

2000; Lodge 2005; Luescher-Mamashela 2005). 

• The level of informality and formality applied by the 
university affects the quality of students’ participation 
(Lizzio and Wilson 2009).



Elements of Student Engagement

https://www.sparqs.ac.uk/upfiles/SEFScotland.pdf

(Adapted from the Scotish Student Engagement Framework) 

https://www.sparqs.ac.uk/upfiles/SEFScotland.pdf
https://www.sparqs.ac.uk/upfiles/SEFScotland.pdf


Features of Effective Engagement
(Adapted from the Scotish Student Engagement Framework) 

https://www.sparqs.ac.uk/upfiles/SEFScotland.pdf



Case Study: Tilburg University 

(Netherlands)

https://www.tilburguniversity.edu/students/career/talent-developement/participation
https://www.tilburguniversity.edu/students/career/talent-developement/participation


Case Study: Tilburg University 

(Netherlands)

Student participation.mp4
Student participation.mp4


Capturing Student Voice 

• Structured student representative systems 

• Student involvement in developing strategies, policies and 
frameworks impacting on them (enhanced engagement) 

• Collecting student feedback 

• Representation of students on different councils and committees

• Dedicated student councils and focus groups 

• Engaging students through technology and social media 

• Anything else?? 



This relates to the meaningful 

participation of students in quality 

assurance and enhancement 

processes, helping improve their 

educational experience as well as 
benefiting the wider student body, 

provider and sector. Effective student 

engagement contributes to quality 

assurance and enhancement 

processes by capturing the voices of 
all students

The UK QAA – Student Engagement 
Enhancement Theme



advice-and-guidance-student-engagement (2).pdf
advice-and-guidance-student-engagement (2).pdf


Challenges Associated with Involving 

Students in Governance

• Unclear mechanisms for engaging students formally in governance and what 
role do they play

• Low students’ motivation to participate in governance arrangement 

• The need to raise  awareness amongst members of the governing body of the 
vital role student governors play. 

• Resistance from academics administrative staff who may not always appreciate 
the value student participation,

• Students’ turnover - most student undertake the role for 1 or 2 years maximum 
which allows limited time to get to grips with the role. 

• .



Challenges Associated with Involving 

Students in Governance

• Balancing the different roles and responsibilities of being a student representative and 
a member of the a governing body simultaneously. 

• Tension between the relationship with the student constituency on the ground and 
involvement with the board of governors. 

• Poor understanding of institutional policies and processes and other academic and 
administrative matters of the university 



Strategies to bring out the best from 

involving students in university governance

• Universities should provide clear information with regard to the rules and regulations of 
all boards and governing bodies involved in the functioning of the university, and 
providing more and better information on the rights of students.

• Universities should cultivate a positive attitude at different organizational levels towards 
students’ proposals and establishing of trusting working relationships with student 
representatives.

• Provide spaces and times for student representatives to be able to inform and consult 
students.

• Universities should maintain and improve formal spaces for participation, paying special 
attention to student electoral processes. http://www.iosrjournals.org/iosr-jrme/papers/Vol-6%20Issue-

2/Version-2/I0602024954.pdf

http://www.iosrjournals.org/iosr-jrme/papers/Vol-6 Issue-2/Version-2/I0602024954.pdf


Strategies to bring out the best from 

involving students in university governance

• Universities might consider giving more of a voice and vote to certain governing organs, 
particularly those closest to the academic and educational life of students, whilst also 
making the functioning and decision-making of bodies more transparent.

• Universities should offer specific training for student representatives, since certain skills 
and attitudes are required for fulfilling the duty of representation.

http://www.iosrjournals.org/iosr-jrme/papers/Vol-6%20Issue-

2/Version-2/I0602024954.pdf

http://www.iosrjournals.org/iosr-jrme/papers/Vol-6 Issue-2/Version-2/I0602024954.pdf


Supporting Student Involvement with 

Governance

44% of respondents had 

formal institutional programs 
in place, 36% of respondents 

provide student association 
programs and the same 

percentage utilise current 

student representative 
mentors. 



Providing Incentives 



Informing students about representative roles 



Evaluating Student Engagement: Process
Evaluation process: Stages and steps

https://tsep.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Student-Engagement-Evaluation-Framework-and-Report.pdf
https://tsep.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Student-Engagement-Evaluation-Framework-and-Report.pdf


Evaluating Student Engagement: 

Framework





The Student Engagement Partnership 

(TSEP) Rubric 

This resource is designed to 
support reflection on and 
evaluation of student 
academic representation 
systems, as well as suggesting 
pathways for enhancement. 
There are eight themes across 
which you can benchmark 
your representation system, 
and five stages of 
development

resources/files shared during session/Revised-Benchmarking-Tool-for-Student-Academic-Representation.pdf
resources/files shared during session/Revised-Benchmarking-Tool-for-Student-Academic-Representation.pdf


Key – Takeaways !
Governance in Higher Education is complex and involves multiple 
stakeholders with competing interests which all need to be 
considered

Students are key actors in their education and a rich source of 
information to their institution 

In times of crisis enhanced communication with stakeholders and in 
particular with students is needed

Student voice should be elevated to ensure effective engagement 

Student engagement should follow a clear strategy, frameworks and 
structure to reach its potential – context matters and should be 
considered

Students should be mentored and trained to effectively serve in their 
institutional governance 

The impact and value of student engagement should be regularly 
assessed



Any Questions, 

Clarifications or 
Comments ? 



شكرا

THANK YOU


